Welcome to HIQ Home World
With over 20 years of experience in building automation this is what we have to offer

Added Value:


Place yourself as the market leader by offering state of the art technology.



Be the force behind change and leave the ordinary behind.



Perception of value is not only in tiles, but more and more in active comfort and safety.



Customer experience greatly improved with seamlessly control with smartphone.



Healthier choice, no more 50Hz non ionizing radiation due to 24VDC installation, (230V/50Hz) only when and
where needed.



Connected homes provide for better user experience.



Customer satisfaction

Cost Efficiency:


HIQ is the best price/performance in adding value to your product.



Extremely competitive price even when compared to standard non intelligent systems we also give you the
option to install the system in different stages with different price points.



Save money with our solutions by reducing the installation time and materials used by electro installers.



No technical skills needed, everyone is able to set up the system with a simple press of a few buttons.



Allow your customers to do future expansions without the need for construction works.



Integrate your manufacturing and QA process for better product and customer satisfaction

Energy Efficiency:


Allow your homes to learn from your clients, let them teach the home what their basic needs are, the system will
learn and adapt.



Give them the full control to set different heating/cooling timetables for week days and weekends.



They are in control of what they spend with full analysis of their electrical consumption.



Their home will benefit from smart grids and it will use the cheapest available energy.

Active Home:


Include Robotina roof top solar power plant, HEMS – Home energy management system and battery se they can
become self-sufficient and energy independent. Improve even more your savings.

Comfort and Security:


Set your scenes, so at the press of a button the home will automatically transform according to what you want
from her, whether you want to wake up to a beautiful sunrise, to watch a movie or even to switch everything off
when you are running late you can now do it with the simple press of a button or with your smartphone.



Our solutions give your customers the right peace of mind when they are away by having random lights turning
on and off at set intervals and by knowing that they will be alerted in case something goes wrong.

Connected Home:



Offer your customers “a home away from home”. Let them stay in touch with their home and use services from
HiQ Universe (cloud).
In addition you can develop new services i.e. maintenance, facility, management and others where you can
monitor your product remotely.

